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ENTRENCHED EXAMPLES

Query: [lemma=".*-.*ingly"][tag="J.*"]

1) Sitting for this long is going to make me rather restless and it doesn't help 
that these lectures are mind-numbingly boring. (forumactif.org)

2) And there's the landscape which, besides being breath-takingly beautiful, 
is also well worth exploring – picture jutting volcanoes, dense patches of 
guava trees and cities. (americansky.ie)

6,970 tokens, 1,018 sub-types, 3,629 types and 3,025 hapax legomena

NP + VP types tokens hapaxes Pot. Prod.
(Baayen & Renouf1996)

mind-numbingly 201 1047 140 0.13371538

jaw-droppingly 187 538 137 0.25464684

mind-bogglingly 207 515 132 0.25631068

heart-wrenchingly 61 444 53 0.11936937

mind-blowingly 164 420 102 0.24285714

eye-wateringly 89 272 58 0.21323529

mouth-wateringly 62 159 44 0.27672956

gut-wrenchingly 68 132 46 0.34848485

side-splittingly 13 123 10 0.08130081

breath-takingly 56 120 50 0.41666667

Total 1108 
(30.53%)

3770 
(54.06%)

772 
(25.52%)

Table 2 Ten most frequent NP-VP combinations

Semantic 
category of NP Abs. freq. share

body 6317 90.63%

world 153 2.2%

emotion 96 1.38%

Table 5 Three most frequent semantic 
categories of the NP

THE NP-VP ADJ CXN

CONCLUSION

5) "This Time of Life" had some really lovely echoing female vocals in the 
finish and most of their tracks had head-bangingly energetic choruses. 
(dublinconcerts.ie)

6) "'Popetown' takes you into the side-splittingly surreal world of the 
Vatican as the long suffering and good-hearted Father Nicholas 
struggles to walk the narrow path of righteousness, whilst surrounded 
by money grabbing cardinals and a pogo-stick-riding infantile pope.” 
(mrc.org)

7) What does a bone-chillingly excellent film like District 9 have in its gritty 
essence that is capable of waking us up from the coma of ho-hum sci-
fi/fantasy […] (dquinn.net)

8) “Wreck-It Ralph" may not be as game-changingly transcendent as the 
best of the studio's output (or sister studio Pixar's, for that matter) […]. 
(web44.net)

9) When whiskey-freezingly cold temperatures tag along with record 
snowfall totals, brave the cold in the Burton Women's AK Baker Insulator 
Women’s [jacket] (gas-prices.xyz)

10) So Taylor, or should I say SLAYlor and her group of fierce gal pals kicked 
off the BBMAs with a serious bang and it's just as wall-bashing-knife-
throwing-face-knockingly EPIC as you'd have thought, so while I got my 
fists up and my adrenaline flowing, I'm gonna break down 7 of the best 
moments […] (pretvori.me)

CREATIVE EXAMPLES

# COLLEX.lemma ASSOC COLL.STR.LOGL SIGNIF

1 very attr 2107721,222 *****

2 most attr 1043380,941 *****

3 too attr 310169,7748 *****

4 extremely attr 217744,7388 *****

5 relatively attr 169364,0396 *****

…

162 breathtakingly attr 1142,78186 *****

Collexeme Analysis Query: [tag="RB.?"] [tag="J.*"] first 1 million hits.

Table 1 Five most attracted adverbs in the ADV-ADJ construction

SLOT1 SLOT2 ASSOC COLL.STR.LOGL SIGNIF

heart-wrenchingly stylish attr 2192,60201 *****

mind-numbingly tedious attr 1735,88479 *****

side-splittingly funny attr 531,27123 *****

eye-wateringly expensive attr 403,71583 *****

mind-numbingly boring attr 281,6223 *****

nail-bitingly close attr 275,55921 *****

mouth-wateringly delicious attr 184,85449 *****

breath-takingly beautiful attr 174,54797 *****

eye-wateringly high attr 139,67542 *****

bone-chillingly cold attr 134,9125 *****

Table 3 Covarying-collexeme Analysis of the ten most attracted 
combinations of NP-VP and ADJ (e.g. Stefanowitch & Gries 2005)

➢ The NP-VP ADJ construction offers creative adjective intensifiers that vary in 
their degree of creativity.

➢ There are very frequent NP-VP

combinations and very entrenched 
NP-VP ADJ combinations.

Unusual NP-VPs and unusual 
combinations of NP-VP and ADJ are 

potentially more creative.

➢ Embodiment plays a central role in 
filling the NP-slot (cf. e.g. Gibbs 2005).

NPs from other semantic field can be 
perceived as being more creative.

➢ Creativity should be regarded as a continuum. Creative utterances use pre-
existing constructional networks (‘f-creative’) but deviate from entrenched 
patterns (‘e-creative’) (cf. e.g.  Sampson 2016, Hoffmann 2018).

➢ Entrenchment (or statistical pre-emption (Goldberg 2019)) and productivity can 
be used as indicators to describe, contrast and categories the status of 
different creative expressions along this continuum (cf. e.g. Uhrig 2018).

A Corpus study of the [NP-VP]ADV ADJ cxn
in the enTenTen15 Web Corpus

head-bangingly crazy – when very crazy is not 
crazy enough

ADJECTIVE INTENSIFYING ADVERBS

NP Abs. freq.

mind 2215

heart 865

eye 558

jaw 555

mouth 187

gut 184

breath 131

side 129

head 107

earth 101

Table 4 Ten most frequent NPs
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